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The Canadian Federal Court of Appeal’s (“FCA”) recent decision in GEMAK Trust v Jempak Corporation, 2022
FCA 141 considered the limitations of the summary judgment process in the context of patent infringement
actions. This decision also provided clarity on issues relating to the meaning of “common general knowledge”
and when an opinion does not need to be given by a person skilled in the art.

Background

GEMAK TRUST (“GEMAK”) owns two patents claiming dishwasher and laundry detergent compositions.
Jempak Corporation and Jempak GK Inc. (collectively, “Jempak”) manufacture and sell dishwasher detergent
pods.  In July of 2018, GEMAK brought an action against Jempak for infringement of its patents. In a decision
reported as 2020 FC 644, the Federal Court (“FC”) granted Jempak’s motion for summary judgment and
dismissed GEMAK’s action.  GEMAK appealed from that judgment on the basis that the FC committed a
numbers of errors, including:

making credibility findings regarding an expert witness that were not open to it on a motion for
summary judgment;
misunderstanding the scope of “common general knowledge”; and
disregarding evidence relating to the testing of Jempak’s detergent products.

Pitfalls of Making Credibility Findings on Summary Judgment Motions

In FC actions that proceed by way of summary judgment, only affidavits and other documentary evidence are
presented before the Court, and the Court has no ability to hear viva voce testimony.  At the FC level in the
present matter, and based on a transcript of the testimony provided by GEMAK’s expert, the FC characterized
GEMAK’s expert as “evasive and defiant” and concluded that she “failed to provide fair, objective and non-
partisan opinions, which ended up tainting her entire evidence”.[1] Consequently, the FC ascribed little or no
weight to her testimony, and relied almost exclusively on the evidence of Jempak’s expert.

In reviewing the transcript of testimony provided by GEMAK’s expert, the FCA found that the FC failed to
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consider alternative interpretations of GEMAK’s expert’s testimony. The FCA emphasized the difficulty in
inferring a hostile attitude on the part of a witness from a review of a transcript, and in the absence of an ability
to evaluate viva voce testimony. The FCA noted that existing jurisprudence clearly cautioned against deciding
issues of credibility on motions for summary judgment, and concluded that “[c]ases should therefore go to trial
where there are serious issues with respect to the credibility of witnesses”.[2] The FCA found that the FC
committed a palpable and overriding error in making the negative credibility findings that it did with respect
to the testimony provided by GEMAK’s expert based on a transcript of such testimony.

The FCA also observed more generally that, “while patent infringement issues are not by definition excluded
from the ambit of the summary judgment process, they tend to raise complex issues of fact and law that are
usually better left for trial”.[3]

Information Found Through a Reasonably Diligent Search Not Part of Common General Knowledge

The FC asserted that, when determining what constitutes “common general knowledge”, a court must
determine “what knowledge the skilled person would have obtained through a diligent search conducted
using the means available at the relevant time.”[4]

The FCA held that this statement by the FC incorrectly conflated the concept of “prior art” – which comprises
any publically available teaching, no matter how obscure – with that of “common general knowledge”, which is
limited to knowledge generally known by persons skilled in the relevant art at the relevant time.  The FCA
noted the following with respect to “common general knowledge”:

common general knowledge does not include all of the information in the public domain;[5]
not all information available to the skilled person is necessarily common general knowledge;[6] and
common general knowledge informs the way in which the claims and specifications of a patent are read
by a person skilled in the art.[7]

Per the FCA, “knowledge that is only discoverable through a reasonably diligent search is not, and has never
been, considered to be part of the common general knowledge”.[8]

Expert Opinion on Infringement Need Not be Provided from Perspective of the POSITA

For the action before the FC, Jempak’s expert provided evidence with respect to test results that indicated that
Jempak’s detergent compositions did not infringe GEMAK’s patents. GEMAK produced another expert, who
challenged this evidence on the ground that the testing method used by Jempak’s expert was insufficiently
sensitive.

The FC disregarded GEMAK’s expert’s testimony on the basis that he did not have experience with detergent
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formulations, and that he therefore did not provide an opinion from the perspective of the person of skill in the
art (POSITA) with respect to the patents.

The FCA held that the FC erred in rejecting GEMAK’s expert’s testimony on this basis. The FCA noted that
GEMAK’s expert was not construing the claims of the patent – a task that is undertaken from the perspective of
the POSITA. Rather, GEMAK’s expert was providing evidence with respect to the question of infringement,
which is factual question. The FCA also noted that, in assessing the question of infringement, “[r]eviewing
courts have … endorsed the use of analytical chemistry techniques that would not have been available to a
POSITA at the relevant time or that would have been beyond the abilities of a POSITA”.[9]

Conclusion and Takeaways

For the foregoing reasons, the FCA found that there was one or more genuine issues for trial. The FCA therefore
reversed the FC’s decision to grant Jempak’s motion for summary judgment and directed the action to
proceed to trial.

This decision highlights the limitations of summary judgment motions in patent infringement actions, and
may mark a shift in the recent trend in litigation towards increased use of summary proceedings for resolving
patent cases. The FCA has also provided a reminder of the distinction between: (i) the concepts of prior art and
common general knowledge; and (ii) between opinions directed to claims construction and opinions directed
to questions of infringement in patent actions.

by Mala Milanese and Pablo Tseng

[1] Gemak v Jempak, 2020 FC 644 at para 110.
[2] GEMAK Trust v Jempak Corporation, 2022 FCA 141 at para 71.
[3] Ibid at para 91.
[4] Supra note 1 at para 97.
[5] Supra note 2 at para 95.
[6] Supra note 2 at para 96.
[7] Supra note 2 at para 98.
[8] Supra note 2 at para 100.
[9] Supra note 2 at para 108.

A Cautionary Note

The foregoing provides only an overview and does not constitute legal advice. Readers are cautioned against
making any decisions based on this material alone. Rather, specific legal advice should be obtained.
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